
Wellington Boot Sort 

This is an excellent activity experience that combines number and numeracy skills practice, dressing 

skills and tidying up and ordering your transition areas to the outdoor classroom.    

Can the children number the wellingtons using permanent markers or by attaching numbered labels 

to the pairs.  Transition areas to the outdoors are often lost opportunities for a number of skills.   

Concentrating on mathematical development you can offer children the opportunity to identify 

number, collect number and match to numeral, see number in their everyday lives that is 

meaningful and in context.   

Within your class you will probably have a range of children of different shoe sizes. Within one 

Reception class this can range from Size 5 - 12 and even larger!   If you do not have the range then 

you can always number the wellingtons with different numbers anyway to ensure that finding and 

putting on your wellingtons involves the use of number.    

Initially the organisation of the wellingtons is an excellent learning opportunity.  The children can 

collate all the wellingtons and discuss all the different sizes they have and which sizes fit them.  This 

is a great opportunity for trying on different sizes or using laminated shoe feet guides to indicate 

which might be their shoe size first.   

The children can then organise the wellingtons within your outdoor transition area whether it is 

boxes, shelves or upside down poles outdoors.  You can number the correct place for wellingtons to 

be returned and label the wellingtons to match where they go.   

Once you have organised your numbered wellington storage every time you go out children will 

have to identify their correct number and put their wellingtons back in the correct place.  

Additional opportunities for mathematical development can be utilised:   

● Play a game of returning them to the correct number shelf.    

● Can the children put a set of numbered wellingtons in consecutive order.     

● Can they find a particular numbered pair of wellingtons around the garden..."Can you fetch a 

pair of number 12s or a pair of number 5s".   

● Can they learn to put the wellingtons inside each other to put them back on the shelf in 

pairs, counting them all in twos 

● Can they add different numbered sizes together 12 + 8 + 7 = 

● Introduce time and ask them to record and see how quickly a different welly team can put 

them back or in order.  The time element works very well with being quick to return indoors 

after being outdoors.  Use different mediums for measuring time and test their time skills 

according to their ability. 

● Depending on the variety of your wellingtons you might also be able to look at pattern. 


